For cross-language text retrieval systems that rely on bilingual dictionaries for bridging the language gap between the source query language and the target document language, good bilingual dictionary coverage is imperative. For terms with missing translations, most systems employ some approaches for expanding the existing translation dictionaries. In this paper, instead of lexicon expansion, we explore whether using the context of the unknown terms can help mitigate the loss of meaning due to missing translation. Our approaches consist of two steps: (1) to identify terms that are closely associated with the unknown source language terms as context vectors and (2) to use the translations of the associated terms in the context vectors as the surrogate translations of the unknown terms. We describe a query-independent version and a query-dependent version using such monolingual context vectors. These methods are evaluated in Japanese-to-English retrieval using the NTCIR-3 topics and data sets. Empirical results show that both methods improved CLIR performance for short and medium-length queries and that the query-dependent context vectors performed better than the query-independent versions.
Introduction
For cross-language text retrieval systems that rely on bilingual dictionaries for bridging the language gap between the source query language and the target document language, good bilingual dictionary coverage is imperative [8, 9] . Yet, translations for proper names and special terminology are often missing in available dictionaries. Various methods have been proposed for finding translations of names and terminology through transliteration [5, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 20] and corpus mining [6, 7, 12, 15, 22] . In this paper, instead of attempting to find the candidate translations of terms without translations to expand existing translation dictionaries, we explore to what extent simply using text context can help mitigate the missing translation problem and for what kinds of queries. The context-oriented approaches include (1) identifying words that are closely associated with the unknown source language terms as context vectors and (2) using the translations of the associated words in the context vectors as the surrogate translations of the unknown words. We describe a query-independent version and a query-dependent version using such context vectors. We evaluate these methods in Japanese-to-English retrieval using the NTCIR-3 topics and data sets. In particular, we explore the following questions:
• Can translations obtained from context vectors help CLIR performance?
• Are query-dependent context vectors more effective than query-independent context vectors for CLIR? In the balance of this paper, we first describe related work in Section 2. The methods of obtaining translations through context vectors are presented in Section 3. The CLIR evaluation system and evaluation results are presented in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. We summarize the paper in Section 6.
Related Work
In dictionary-based CLIR applications, approaches for dealing with terms with missing translations can be classified into three major categories. The first is a do-nothing approach by simply ignoring the terms with missing translations. The second category includes attempts to generate candidate translations for a subset of unknown terms, such as names and technical terminology, through phonetic translation between different languages (i.e., transliteration) [5, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 20] . Such methods generally yield translation pairs with reasonably good accuracy reaching about 70% [18] . Empirical results have shown that the expanded lexicons can significantly improve CLIR system performance [5, 16, 20] . The third category includes approaches for expanding existing bilingual dictionaries by exploring multilingual or bilingual corpora. For example, the "mix-lingual" feature of the Web has been exploited for locating translation pairs by searching for the presence of both Chinese and English text in a text window [22] . In work focused on constructing bilingual dictionaries for machine translation, automatic translation lexicons are compiled using either clean aligned parallel corpora [12, 15] or non-parallel comparable corpora [6, 7] . In work with non-parallel corpora, contexts of source language terms and target language terms and a seed translation lexicon are combined to measure the association between the source language terms and potential translation candidates in the target language. The techniques with non-parallel corpora save the expense of constructing large-scale parallel corpora with the tradeoff of lower accuracy, e.g., about 30% accuracy for the top-one candidate [6, 7] . To our knowledge, the usefulness of such lexicons in CLIR systems has not been evaluated.
While missing translations have been addressed in dictionary-based CLIR systems, most of the approaches mentioned above attempt to resolve the problem through dictionary expansion. In this paper, we explore non-lexical approaches and their effectiveness on mitigating the problem of missing translations. Without additional lexicon expansion, and keeping the unknown terms in the source language query, we extract context vectors for these unknown terms and obtain their translations as the surrogate translations for the original query terms. This is motivated by the pre-translation feedback techniques proposed by several previous studies [1, 2] . Pre-translation feedback has been shown to be effective for resolving translation ambiguity, but its effect on recovering the lost meaning due to missing translations has not been empirically evaluated. Our work provides the first empirical results for such an evaluation. a certain text window in some source language corpus. In this report, the associated terms are terms that co-occur with term t above a pre-determined cutoff threshold. Target language translations of term t are derived from the translation of the known source language terms in the above context vectors:
trans(t) = <trans(t 1 ), trans(t 2 ), …, trans(t n )>
Selection of the source language context terms for the unknown term above is only based on the association statistics in an independent source language corpus. It does not consider other terms in the query as context; thus, it is query independent. Using the Japanese-to-English pair as an example, the steps are as follows:
1. For a Japanese term t that is unknown to the bilingual dictionary, extract concordances of term t within a window of P bytes (we used P=200 bytes or 100 Japanese characters) in a Japanese reference corpus. 2. Segment the extracted Japanese concordances into terms, removing stopwords. 3. Select the top N (e.g., N=5) most frequent terms from the concordances to form the context vector for the unknown term t. 4. Translate these selected concordance terms in the context vector into English to form the pseudo-translations of the unknown term t.
Note that, in the translation step (Step 4) of the above procedure, the source language association statistics for selecting the top context terms and frequencies of their translations are not used for ranking or filtering any translations. Rather, we rely on the Cross Language Information Retrieval system's disambiguation function to select the best translations in context of the target language documents [19] .
Query-Dependent Context Vectors
When query context is considered for constructing context vectors and pseudotranslations, the concordances containing the unknown terms are re-ranked based on the similarity scores between the window concordances and the vector of the known terms in the query. Each window around the unknown term is treated as a document, and the known query terms are used. This is based on the assumption that the top ranked concordances are likely to be more similar to the query; subsequently, the context terms in the context vectors provide better context for the unknown term. Again, using the Japanese-English pair as an example, the steps are as follows:
1. For a Japanese term t unknown to the bilingual dictionary, extract a window of text of P bytes (we used P=200 bytes or 100 Japanese characters) around every occurrence of term t in a Japanese reference corpus. 2. Segment the Japanese text in each window into terms and remove stopwords. 3. Re-rank the window based on similarity scores between the terms found in the window and the vector of the known query terms. 4. Obtain the top N (e.g., N=5) most frequently occurring terms from the top M (e.g., M=100) ranking windows to form the Japanese context vector for the unknown term t. 5. Translate each term in the Japanese context vector into English to form the pseudo-translations of the unknown term t.
The similarity scores are based on Dot Product. The main difference between the two versions of context vectors is whether the other known terms in the query are used for ranking the window concordances. Presumably, the other query terms provide a context-sensitive interpretation of the unknown terms. When M is extremely large, however, the query-dependent version should approach the performance of the query-independent version.
We illustrate both versions of the context vectors with topic 23 (金大中大統領の対アジア政策 "President Kim Dae-Jung's policy toward Asia") from NTCIR-3:
First, the topic is segmented into terms, with the stop words removed:
Then, the terms are categorized as "known" vs. "unknown" based on the bilingual dictionary: 
Next, the text in each window is segmented by a morphological processor into terms with stopwords removed [21] .
In the query-independent version, we simply select the top 5 most frequently occurring terms in the concordance windows. The top 5 source language context terms for 3  5  2  7  :  金  3  3  9  9  :  大  中  3  0  3  5  :  大  統  領  2  6  5  8 :
Then, the translations of the above context terms are obtained from the bilingual dictionary to provide pseudo-translations for the unknown term 金 大 中
, with the relevant translations in italics:
With the query-dependent version, the segmented concordances are ranked by comparing the similarity between the concordance vector and the known term vector. Then we take the 100 top ranking concordances and, from this smaller set, select the top 5 most frequently occurring terms. This time, the top 5 context terms are: 
could produce a correct transliteration of the name in English, which is not addressed in this paper. Our methods for name transliteration can be found in [18, 20] .
CLIR System
We evaluate the usefulness of the above two methods for obtaining missing translations in our Japanese-to-English retrieval system. Each query term missing from our bilingual dictionary is provided with pseudo-translations using one of the methods. The CLIR system involves the following steps:
First, a Japanese query is parsed into terms 2 with a statistical part of speech tagger and NLP module [21] . Stopwords are removed from query terms. Then query terms are split into a list of known terms, i.e., those that have translations from bilingual dictionaries, and a list of unknown terms, i.e., those that do not have translations from bilingual dictionaries. Without using context vectors for unknown terms, translations of the known terms are looked up in the bilingual dictionaries and our disambiguation module selects the best translation for each term based on coherence measures between translations [19] .
The dictionaries we used for Japanese to English translation are based on edict 3 , which we expanded by adding translations of missing English terms from a core English lexicon by looking them up using BabelFish 4 . Our final dictionary has a total of 210,433 entries. The English corpus used for disambiguating translations is about 703 MB of English text from NTCIR-4 CLIR track 5 . For our source language corpus, we used the Japanese text from NTCIR-3.
When context vectors are used to provide translations for terms missing from our dictionary, first, the context vectors for the unknown terms are constructed as described above. Then the same bilingual lexicon is used for translating the context vectors to create a set of pseudo-translations for the unknown term t. We keep all the pseudotranslations as surrogate translations of the unknown terms, just as if they really were the translations we found for the unknown terms in our bilingual dictionary.
We use a corpus-based translation disambiguation method for selecting the best English translations for a Japanese query word. We compute coherence scores of translated sequences created by obtaining all possible combinations of the translations in a source sequence of n query words (e.g., overlapping 3-term windows in our experiments). The coherence score is based on the mutual information score for each pair of translations in the sequence. Then we take the sum of the mutual information scores of all translation pairs as the score of the sequence. Translations with the highest coherence scores are selected as best translations. More details on translation disambiguation can be found in [19] .
Once the best translations are selected, indexing and retrieval of documents in the target language is based on CLARIT [4] . For this work, we use the dot product function for computing similarities between a query and a document: 2 In these experiments, we do not include multiple-word expression such as 
where IDF and TF are standard inverse document frequency and term frequency statistics, respectively. IDF(t) is computed with the target corpus for retrieval. The coefficient C(t) is an "importance coefficient", which can be modified either manually by the user or automatically by the system (e.g., updated during feedback). For query expansion through (pseudo-) relevance feedback, we use pseudorelevance feedback based on high-scoring sub-documents to augment the queries. That is, after retrieving some sub-documents for a given topic from the target corpus, we take a set of top ranked sub-documents, regarding them as relevant sub-documents to the query, and extract terms from these sub-documents. We use a modified Rocchio formula for extracting and ranking terms for expansion: (4) where IDF(t) is the Inverse Document Frequency of term t in reference database, NumDoc the number of sub-documents in the given set of sub-documents, and TF D (t) the term frequency score for term t in sub-document D.
Once terms for expansion are extracted and ranked, they are combined with the original terms in the query to form an expanded query.
in which Q new , Q orig , Q exp stand for the new expanded query, the original query, and terms extracted for expansion, respectively. In the experiments reported in Section 5, we assign a constant weight to all expansion terms (e.g., 0.5)
Experiments

Experiment Setup
For evaluation, we used NTCIR-3 Japanese topics 6 . Of the 32 topics that have relevance judgments, our system identifies unknown terms as terms not present in our expanded Japanese-to-English dictionary described above. The evaluation of the effect of using context vectors is based only on the limited number of topics that contain these unknown terms. The target corpus is the NTCIR-3 English corpus, which contains 22,927 documents. The statistics about the unknown terms for short (i.e., the title field only), medium (i.e., the description field only), and long (i.e., the description and the narrative fields) queries are summarized below. The total number of unknown terms that we treated with context vectors was 83 (i.e., 6+15+62). For evaluation, we used the mean average precision and recall for the top 1000 documents and also precision@30, as defined in TREC retrieval evaluations.
We compare three types of runs, both with and without post-translation pseudorelevance feedback.
• Runs without context vectors (baselines)
• Runs with query-dependent context vectors • Runs with query-independent context vectors
Empirical Observations
Tables 1-4 present the performance statistics for the above runs. For the runs with translation disambiguation (Tables 1-2 ), using context vectors improved overall recall, average precision, and precision at 30 documents for short queries. Context vectors moderately improved recall, average precision (except for the query independent version), and precision at 30 documents for medium length queries.
For the long queries, we do not observe any advantages of using either querydependent or query-independent versions of the context vectors. This is probably because the other known terms in long queries provide adequate context for recovering the loss of missing translation of the unknown terms. Adding candidate translations from context vectors only makes the query more ambiguous and inexact.
When all translations were kept (Tables 3-4) , i.e., when no translation disambiguation was performed, we only see overall improvement in recall for short and mediumlength queries. We do not see any advantage of using context vectors for improving average precision or precision at 30 documents. For longer queries, the performance statistics were overall worse than the baseline. As pointed out in [10] , when all translations are kept without proper weighting of the translations, some terms get more favorable treatment than other terms simply because they contain more translations. So, in models where all translations are kept, proper weighting schemes should be developed, e.g., as suggested in related research [17] . 7 Topics 4, 23, 26, 27, 33. 8 Topics 4, 5, 7, 13, 14, 20, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 33, 38. 9 Topics 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 33, 37, 38, 42, 43, 50 . 10 The average number of unique unknown terms is 1.4. 
Summary and Future Work
We have used context vectors to obtain surrogate translations for terms that appear in queries but that are absent from bilingual dictionaries. We have described two types of context vectors: a query-independent version and a query-dependent version. In the empirical evaluation, we have examined the interaction between the use of context vectors with other factors such as translation disambiguation, pseudo-relevance feedback, and query lengths. The empirical findings suggest that using query-dependent context vectors together with post-translation pseudo-relevance feedback and translation disambiguation can help to overcome the meaning loss due to missing translations for short queries. For longer queries, the longer context in the query seems to make the use of context vectors unnecessary.
The paper presents only our first set on experiments of using context to recover meaning loss due to missing translations. In our future work, we will verify the observations with other topic sets and database sources; verify the observations with other language pairs, e.g., Chinese-to-English retrieval; and experiment with different parameter settings such as context window size, methods for context term selection, different ways of ranking context terms, and the use of the context term ranking in combination with disambiguation for translation selection.
